
One and One makes Three
on the Berlin works of Félix Fernandez
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FADE IN

   When Félix Fernandez arrived in Berlin he carried a broad smile on his lips: it was his

expectation of the city, of its not yet unfolded surprises and stimulations which he was,

within a very short time, going to use to its full. 

   As the new and the elsewhere are always an excitement to the creative mind, even the

most mundane can be converted into an element of meaning. Félix Fernandez started with

recuperating a shiny blue plastic box in which mushrooms had been conditionned, then

painted the inside «walls» in a brighter blue so as to suggest water, and glued an

improvised miniature ladder to the border ending up with a toy swimming pool. This stood,

as his first visible gesture, for his smiling expectation. It was the pool of references, of

experiences, of encounters and realizations all about to contribute to the artist's projected

work ideas. 

   What he developed then is a sound body of thoughtfully staged photographs, a video in

which he uses his dealing with the German idiom, and a live performance testifying

metamorhosis.

CUT

   The upper part of a man's back, his neck and shaved head; a crossing line, or rather a

sharp division between the sunlight caressing over half of the body and the other half

clustering in the shade; the rays carefully moulding the chin-beard and hence rescuing the

obliterated face back into life and light; the right segment of the image being animated by

the faded reflection of head and torso in a window pane, and this reflection being itself

mirrored in yet another wing, revealing almost the entire body down to the thighs.

   The artist stages himself, like in all his Berlin images. It is not a narcissistic self, rather a

self used as a handy model always available. And more so, it is the artist as a sample of

mankind; the individual as such; the lonesome hero confronting his soul in a searching

gesture with the existential quest of meaning and essence. 



   Who is the one that oneself thinks to be? Can the reflection of the same make one

aware of who the other might be?

DISSOLVE

   Félix Fernandez addresses those issues in an approach he himself calls the

«Topography of Search». Berlin stands in here as a tangible topography of facts, fancies

and fantasies. The artist has engaged in a sensitive dialogue with the German capital,

feeling out with great precision the vibrations of places and their cultural and historic

charge. Underlaying to this is the tradition of German romanticism, and the image of man

in nature, the individual in front of himself, and not facing others, in some social interaction.

That he succeeds in conveying this sense of place even in interior views is shown in the

photograph of an almost empty room. Maybe it is a living-room, maybe a bed-room of an

average Berlin flat, about a century old, here equipped with sound insulating windows,

double-winged and open to an orange sky at dusk. The empty chair at the centre of the

image, and the clothes and shoes thrown onto the wooden floor, create a presence

through the absence of a figure. The objects themselves become inhabitated, animated,

and bear all the beholder's projections, unless they evanesce by the windows. This image

functions as the mind map of all the others, as the outset of the lines, visible and invisible, 

interfacing concern and form.

   The equation «One and One makes Three» seems to be valid in all of Félix Fernandez's

work. The sum of Two is always One more. And this One more precisely is what remains

to be constructed, to be gained through a process of unfolding, revealing, apprehending,

understanding and finally integrating. One and One can be the beholder and the image;

but it can also be the artist (the sample individual) and his quest; the third is what we make

of it.

CUT

   Enigmatic like all, the photograph «Tempelhof» also shows the figure from the back,

walking along the middle line of the former airport's runway. Barefoot, dressed in grey

trousers fading into the asphalt and in a white T-shirt embracing the clouds, the figure

stands at the centre of the image, dividing it in upper and lower half, left and right. All lines

cross in this body, and even the dark crack in the bitumen continues in the seem of the

shirt, folded along the spine. The architecture of the human body merges into the



architecture of the space, and both are the physical staging of a mental condition:

to be on the move, alone, centred, upright, and carrying merely the essentials, a

lightweight baggage for the survival. Precisely the condition of the wanderer, and the exile,

and the artist. 

CUT

  Treptower Park is a Berlin green area in the East, associated with the Soviet Memorial,

built to honour the triumph of the Soviet army, symbolized through the singled out soldier,

monumentalized beyond human understanding.

Félix Fernandez downgrades this megalomania and shows his scenery and the staged

figure in a fragile, renascent, in a liminal state, as engaged in a rite of passage, the

archetypical awakening of human life, arising from water.

In «Siddhartha», Hermann Hesse writes:

(…) He pondered deeply, like diving into a deep water he

let himself sink down to the ground of the sensation, down to the place

where the causes lie, because to identify the causes, so it seemed to

him, is the very essence of thinking, and by this alone sensations turn

into realizations and are not lost, but become entities and start to

emit like rays of light what is inside of them. (…) 

OVERLAP

   «Teufelsberg», «Hasenheide» and «Grunewald» are all three titles referring to other

green patches within the boundaries of the city, places somewhat substracted from

urbania, although, in truth, they have been spared by the city's expansion. They function

not as enclaves, but rather as a semi-permeable tissu of dompted nature where the urban

dweller's soul may indulge in projections of the authentic, the natural, the original...

   In «Grunewald», the wanderer seems to have arrived at some conclusion of his journey.

Kneeling on the leafy grounds of the woods, with a lowered head, the initial lightweight

baggage nearby, the figure hesitates between surrender and dignified uprightness, the

tension in the body is framed by random pieces, trunks and branches, describing a kind of

fallen scaffold, or even a cross. Again, it is the architecture of the space underlining the

mental disposition, the metaphysical quest. Here, it is soul made body, as in the Painting

School of the Northern Masters, for example in Matthias Grünewald's Crucifiction of the



Isenheim Altarpiece, and also in the more recent tradition like in the early Beckmann. The

forest as THE quintessential projection space for the human soul in the old Germanic

tradtion comes here to its full, as it bears the entire charge of all of Félix Fernandez's

Berlin pieces. 

   A thought-provoking double-bind is the presence of such spaces apparently untouched

by urban civilization in the city that saw two major totalitarian utopias become true and act

sustainably upon the perception and self-esteem of a culture, and hence the tradition as

the one of woods, tales and uncanny inhabitants. It is telling as well that an artist with

Galician roots tackles this issue...

CUT

   Croaks of the frogs, a pond, a figure seen from the back, suddenly turning around and

confronting the beholder's gaze, articulating sounds that only after a while can be identified

as German: the video «Ich allein auf fremden Wegen» starts with a kind of denouement

and release of the series of photographs. The figure, again the artist himself, stares ahead,

into our consciousness; he takes action, he does not merely give to see. 

   The German title, so uneasy to translate because of the manifold notions of fremd,

already opens up for debate: foreign, strange, alien, borrowed... all notions only capturing

parts of the allover signification the German word implies. If we say foreign grounds, we

get close to its meaning, yet we leave the path the original title hints at. Is that foreign path

only alien to us because we are not accustomed to it? Or is any real path quintessentially

alien, as one makes one's own way by moving ahead?

   Grübeln, to ponder, is one of the first words we can decypher in this video, a word and

notion quite dear to the German tradition of thought and art...

   With the chapters CONTEMPLATION – CONTROL – REPETITION – IGNORANCE,

functioning as kinds of train stations of the implied discourse, the artist unrolls the

individual's (the wanderer's/exile's/artist's...) development from submission to the

environning circumstances, to the apparent control of them by learning how to repeat

them, up to the confession of not understanding them, of being stuck in stagnation. Hence

the appeal to become active and question; to not obey to the pretending evidence; to

stand up and go out in the world and become a participant, instead of remaining an

observer of one's own preconceptions.

FINAL CUT



   In an early and then abandoned work project, DO YOU LOOK LIKE ME?, Félix

Fernandez was exclaiming: «I´m searching my double in Berlin!».

   This project intended to address identity as something changeable, depending on the

context it´s localized in. The artist proposed to search for his double in Berlin.

What he did instead is becoming himself one of his possible doubles, once in Berlin, once

in New York. Both bodies of work take on those transitional, circumstancial and yet very

defined and refined identities due to their respective environment. One and One makes

Three, here again.

FADE OUT
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